We study the large time behavior of solutions to the porous medium equation in nonhomogeneous media with critical singular density
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of solutions to the following porous medium equation in nonhomogeneous media with critical singular density: |x| −2 ∂ t u(x, t) = ∆u m (x, t), (x, t) ∈ R N × (0, ∞), (1.1) with m > 1 and N ≥ 3. An important feature of this equation is the influence of the density that is at the same time singular at x = 0 and degenerate at infinity, giving rise to very interesting and unexpected results. Equations of type (1.1) with general densities, more precisely ̺(x)∂ t u(x, t) = ∆u m (x, t), (x, t) ∈ R N × (0, ∞), (1.2) where ̺ is a density function with suitable behavior, have been proposed by Kamin and Rosenau in a series of papers [12, 13, 14] to model thermal propagation by radiation in non-homogeneous plasma. Afterwards, a huge development of the mathematical theory associated to Eq. (1.2) begun, usually under conditions such as ̺(x) ∼ |x| −γ , as |x| → ∞, for some γ > 0, as for example in the following papers [3, 4, 20, 24, 21, 22, 11] where its qualitative properties and asymptotic behavior are studied. In particular, along these references, the basic existence and regularity properties are proved under suitable conditions for the initial data, and a detailed study for the asymptotic behavior for γ = 2 has been done. Thus, it has been noticed that for γ ∈ (0, 2), the solutions have similar qualitative properties to the ones of the standard porous medium equation
3) see [20, 22] , while for γ > 2 they are quite different [11] . Thus, the value γ = 2 is critical. A first step in the study of Eq. (1.2) with ̺(x) ∼ |x| −2 at infinity, but ̺ regular at x = 0, has been done in the recent paper [18] , having as starting point some conjectures and comments in [11] .
On the other hand, concerning the asymptotic behavior of solutions to Eq. (1.2), it is shown that the profiles are special solutions of Eq. (1.1), giving thus rise to the natural problem of the study of the pure power density case ̺(x) = |x| −γ . A special feature of Eq. (1.1), besides its general interest for classifying asymptotic profiles for the general case (1.2) , is the fact that a strong singularity appears at x = 0. As we will see, the presence of this singular coefficient (in contrast with the above mentioned papers where ̺(x) is supposed regular at x = 0), introduces various unexpected mathematical phenomena, as the appearance of two regimes of convergence, different profiles for different initial data only near x = 0, and backward evolution of the profiles.
Recently, in a previous work [10] , the authors proved some of these interesting and striking features for the easier case of the linear equation |x| −2 ∂ t u(x, t) = ∆u, (x, t) ∈ R N × (0, ∞), (1.4) where all the profiles are explicit and one can use the theory of the heat equation. Moreover, a formal study of the radially symmetric solutions to Eq. (1.1) for general γ has been performed in [9] , including some mappings that will be useful in the sequel for the case γ = 2. Before stating and explaining our main results, we want to mention that we only consider dimensions N ≥ 3, letting apart the cases N = 1 and N = 2 for a further work, due to some differences with respect to the general functional theory.
Main results. In the present paper, we deal with the Cauchy problem associated to Eq. (1.1) with initial condition u 0 (x) := u(x, 0) ∈ L 1 2 (R N ), u 0 ≥ 0, (1.5) where N ≥ 3 and, as usual,
In Section 2 we make a review of the notion of strong solution to (1.1) and the wellposedness results we need. In particular, for any initial condition u 0 as above, there exists a strong solution u having some additional qualitative properties, see Theorem 2.1. As it will become clear from the subsequent analysis, there is a branching point for the large-time behavior of general solutions to (1.1). Similar to the linear case m = 1 studied in our previous paper [10] , a big difference is related to whether u 0 (0) = 0 or u 0 (0) = 0. But let us state rigorously our results.
1. Initial data u 0 such that u 0 (0) = 0. Let us introduce the following weighted norm:
We state first a simple convergence result in the previous integral norm, which is interesting by itself but can be also seen as a preliminary.
Theorem 1.1. Let u be a radially symmetric solution to Eq. (1.1) with initial condition u 0 satisfying(1.5) and furthermore
Then, for any 1 ≤ p < ∞, we have
where 8) and k = k(M u 0 ) has a precise value depending on the mass M u 0 above.
We notice that the previous result fails to hold in the L ∞ norm, since the limit is discontinuous (is a shockwave). In order to improve this result and give a more precise description, we use the convergence in the sense of graphs for multivalued functions. This is a situation arising in cases of convergence towards discontinuous solutions of conservation laws, as explained for example in [5] . Before stating the result, we introduce the necessary elements, adapted to our case, in the following: Definition 1.2. Let f, g : D ⊆ R → 2 R be two multivalued functions. We define the distance between their graphs in the natural way:
Let {f k } : D ⊆ R → 2 R be a sequence of multivalued functions and F : D ⊆ R → 2 R . We say that {f k } converges to F in the sense of graphs if for any ε > 0, there exists k ε sufficiently large such that
We notice that this notion of convergence generalizes the standard uniform convergence, to which it reduces if all the functions involved are univalued. In the case of a function F having a jump discontinuity at some point x 0 ∈ D, assuming that
we will think at it as the multivalued map with F (x 0 ) = [l − , l + ] (and similarly if l − > l + ) and F (x) as usual at x = x 0 .
In order to apply it in our case, as we only deal with radially symmetric solutions, we introduce the new variables and functions
Notice that in the new variables, the profile F (y, t) = [y/m(N − 2)] 1/(m−1) on its support, thus it is stationary, and presents a unique jump discontinuity at y = k. With the considerations above, we have the following result Theorem 1.3. Let u 0 , u, F as in Theorem 1.1. Then, in the notation of (1.9), we have u(y, t) −→ F (y), as t → ∞, (1.10) the convergence being in the sense of graphs.
Observe that this convergence implies uniform convergence in the form lim t→∞ t 1/m u e t 1/m log |x| , t − F e t 1/m log |x| , t = 0 away from the shock line of F , and a control of the maxima of the family u(t) at the shock line y = k. We discover thus a striking phenomenon: convergence to a discontinuous profile presenting a shock line, which usually comes from a conservation law. But in Eq. (1.1), it is not obvious which internal process of it may give rise to such discontinuous profile. We represent in Figure 1 both the asymptotic profile F and the evolution of a solution, showing the formation of the shockwave. The numerical experiment has been done for u 0 (x) = max{(x − 0.5)(1.5 − x), 0}.
We remark that in the second figure, some tail appears in the evolution. The explanation for it is the following: in the global time-scale, this tail for |x| > 1 is negligible in the largetime limit (it will tend uniformly to 0). But refining the scale, one can see some different localized behavior close to infinity, as shown in Theorem 1.9 below.
For general (not necessarily radially symmetric) solutions, we can get the optimal time decay rate applying the comparison principle. t=100 t=200 t=500 t=1000 t=2500 t=5000 t=100 t=200 t=500 t=1000 t=2500 t=5000 Then, the optimal time decay rate of u(t) ∞ is t −1/m .
2. Initial data u 0 such that u 0 (0) = K > 0. In this case, we can give a general result, showing that the value K at the origin is preserved along the evolution, and that we have a uniform convergence in the standard sense towards a continuous profile. We state first the result for radially symmetric functions, as follows Theorem 1.5. Let u be a radially symmetric solution to Eq. (1.1) with initial condition u 0 satisfying (1.5), u 0 (0) = K > 0 and furthermore
Then, we have lim
uniformly in R N , where
, if e −mK m−1 (N −2)t < |x| < 1,
(1.14)
In particular, we also have that u(0, t) = K, for any t > 0.
The limit profiles obtained in Theorems 1.1 and 1.5 are interesting and difficult to guess at first sight. Indeed, they are apparently not related to the equation (1.1) itself, but they are obtained via an asymptotic simplification process applied to some equation of porous medium type with convection, in which (1.1) can be mapped via a transformation indicated in Section 3.
In the general case of non-radially symmetric solutions, we need to impose an estimate of the decay at infinity. More precisely, we have: Theorem 1.6. Let u be a general solution to Eq. (1.1), with initial condition u 0 satisfying (1.5), u 0 (0) = K > 0, (1.12) and furthermore, that there exist δ > 0 small and R > 0 large such that
Then, (1.13) holds true uniformly in R N , with the same profile E K as in Theorem 1.5. We represent in Figure 2 both the profile E K and the evolution of a general solution, showing how its form approaches the expected one. There is again a problem with the tails for |x| > 1, as the outer time-scale is different from the global one. This will be explained below in Theorem 1.9.
Let us notice some curious facts resulting from our analysis. Remark 1.8 (Lack of continuity as m → 1). We have discovered a striking phenomenon: there is a lack of "continuity" as m → 1 in our equation. Indeed, when considering the standard porous medium equation (1.3) and the heat equation, one notices that there appears some kind of "continuity" as m → 1, at some formal level; just as an example, the optimal decay rates for the porous medium equation and the heat equation in R N are t −N/(mN −N +2) , respectively t −N/2 , and they are obviously continuous as m → 1; the same happens about the similarity exponents of the fundamental solutions of both equations.
Recalling the analysis done for the case m = 1, that is
in our previous paper [10] , we notice that the above considerations are not true for Eq.
(1.1) with m ≥ 1: the optimal decay rates (when dealing with initial data u 0 (0) = 0) are t −1/m for m > 1, respectively t −1/2 for m = 1 (see [10] ). This is very surprizing, and the explanation is the following: Eq. (1.1) can be mapped, for all m ≥ 1, by the transformation (3.1), into the general convection-diffusion equation
But the properties of it for m > 1 depart strongly from the ones of the linear case m = 1, as shown in [5, 17] . This explains our apparently strange "lack of continuity" in the exponents.
3. Finer asymptotics in the "outer" region. We can improve the previous convergence results in regions that are far away from the origin by refining the time-scale (making a "zoom" on that region), as also the numerical experiments above had shown by the appearance of thin tails for |x| > 1 at any t > 0. We recall that there exists a family of explicit solutions to Eq. (1.1):
(1.16) which does not enter into the framework of our previous study, since it is singular at x = 0. But it gives a better information with respect to large time behavior and decay rates in regions that are far from the origin; more precisely, we have Theorem 1.9. Let u be a solution to Eq. (1.1) with initial datum u 0 satisfying (1.5). Then, for any δ > 0, we have
where
The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the one of [18, Theorem 1.1], as all the technical steps there are done in compact sets of R N \ {0} where the singularity at x = 0 does not have any effects. We omit the details.
Notice that Theorem 1.9 gives an optimal information in outer sets of the type {|x| ≥ Ct 1/(m−1)(N −2) }, where our analysis was only giving a non-optimal decay rate due to the domination (in the global profiles) of the inner regions close to the origin. A similar situation was described in [11, Section 7] .
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we give the notion of a solution to (1.1) and we recall some well-posedness results proved in [18] . Section 3 deals with a transformation mapping the radially symmetric solutions to (1.1) to solutions to a porous medium equation with convection that is also interesting in itself. Based on this transformation, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 in Section 4 using previous knowledge on the transformed equation. The proof of 1.5 is done in Section 5 and relies on the four-step technique, which is a general method in proving large time behavior for nonlinear diffusion equations, see [25, 19, 18] for other examples of use; the asymptotic simplification will arise then in a natural way. Then, passing to general solutions and proving Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.4 is an application of the comparison principle, see Section 6. We finally include a Section 7 on further extensions to other equations or densities of interest and some open problems.
Well-posedness. Functional preliminaries
In this section we make precise our notions of solution that we use along the present paper. We deal with the Cauchy problem
with u 0 satisfying (1.5). The theory of existence and uniqueness for this Cauchy problem has been recently studied in [18] , from where we extract some statements for the sake of completeness. Let
We do not insist on the notion of weak solution to (1.1), which is a straightforward adaptation of [18, Definition 2.1] to our special density ̺(x) = |x| −2 . We next consider the class F of functions u ∈ C([0, ∞); L 1 2 ) ∩ C(Q * ) satisfying the following limitations on their behavior near x = 0 and close to infinity: for every τ > 0, there exists a constant C(τ ) such that u(x, t) ≤ C(τ )| log x| 1/(m−1) , for any t > τ, 0 < |x| < ε < 1 for some ε > 0 sufficiently small, and
With these conditions, we have the following Theorem 2.1. Let u 0 as in (1.5). Then the Cauchy problem (2.1) admits a unique (weak) solution u ∈ F such that
This theorem is proved in [18, Theorem 3.1] . Following previous literature, a solution u ∈ F satisfying (2.2) will be called a strong solution in the sequel. Moreover, if u 0 is continuous, then the solution u is continuous including at the origin.
We end these preliminaries with the following contraction principle, also proved in [18] , that implies both uniqueness and comparison:
2 -Contraction principle). Let u 1 , u 2 be two strong solutions of Eq. (1.1). For 0 < t 1 < t 2 we have
3)
where [g] + represents the positive part of a generic function g.
Radially symmetric solutions. The transformation
We now restrict ourselves to radially symmetric solutions u(x, t) = u(r, t), r = |x|, to (1.1).
We introduce the following change of variables:
for some θ to be chosen later. Denoting by subindex the derivative with respect to the corresponding variable, we notice that
Replacing these formulas into the radially symmetric form of Eq. (1.1), that is
we arrive to the following equation satisfied by w:
As we are in dimension N ≥ 3, we arrive to a porous medium equation with convection in one space dimension. We can simply choose then θ = −1/(N − 2) < 0 to get
The equation (3.3) is very interesting by itself and it has been obtained from the modelling of the transport of a solute through a porous medium, the physical models appearing in [7] and references therein. Starting from this point, the mathematical theory for (3.3) (and also for the one with a plus sign in the right hand side, which is equivalent to (3.3) changing s into −s) developed rapidly in the framework of the so-called mild solutions, generated via semigroup theory, as for example in [1, 2, 6] and references therein. In particular, well-posedness for the Cauchy problem is proved when w 0 ∈ L 1 (R). The large-time behavior of solutions to (3.3) has been studied by Laurençot and Simondon in [16, 17] , where again they ask for the initial data w 0 to be integrable.
Remark. The same transformation applies in dimension N = 2 leading to the standard porous medium equation (1.3) . We do not deal with this case here, as explained in the Introduction.
4 Radially symmetric solutions. Asymptotic behavior when u 0 (0) = 0
In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. We will work with the convection-diffusion equation (3.3) obtained via the transformation (3.1). A specific fact in this type of equations is the competition between the two processes (nonlinear diffusion and convection), leading to different ranges where the large time behavior is very different. In our case, it is shown in [17] that we are in the range where the convection process is dominant. Before beginning the rigorous proof, we have to "guess" the correct profile. This shows how the asymptotic simplification comes into play, once we make the ansatz :
Notice that the ansatz is coherent with our case, of initial condition vanishing at the origin (that is, after the transformation (3.1), that lim s→∞ w(s, 0) = 0), as we expect to have a time decay. Thus, we calculate
hence, letting also τ = log(1 + τ ), we deduce that v = v(y, τ ) solves
Letting formally τ → ∞ in (4.2) and assuming that the time decay in (4.1) is the correct one, we expect to converge to a stationary solution v * = v * (y) solving
By integration and taking into account that lim 
The constant k for the branching point above is unique and is chosen for such profile to have initial mass M u 0 . Finally, in the initial equation, the limit profile writes
as expected in Theorem 1.1. All the previous calculations were totally formal; they show how the limit profile appears in a logical manner in our work. We are now in position to provide the rigorous proofs.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. This is simple in view of the results in [17] .
where ω 1 is the area of the unit sphere in R N . It follows that w 0 ∈ L 1 (R). We are in the same conditions as in [17, Theorem 1.4] (for the case q = m in the notations used there), hence we deduce that, for any p ∈ [1, ∞), we have
which, undoing the change of variables, yields (1.7).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. In order to prove the convergence in the sense of graphs, we use the following result, which is an adaptation of [5, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma 4.1. Let g ∈ L 1 (R) be a nonnegative function such that
Consider the function G defined as
where T is chosen such that G 1 = g 1 . Assume that g − G 1 < ε for some ε > 0. Then the distance between the graphs of g and G can be estimated by a positive power of ε.
Notice that in [5, Lemma 2.2] there is a weaker integral condition, which is implied by our condition on the distance in L 1 , and the lemma is more general, holding true for any k > 0 instead of m − 1.
We want to apply it for g = w solution to Eq. (3.3) and G = W , the limit profile in (4.3). In order to do it, we need to prove that its conditions are fulfilled. The following result, which is interesting by itself, will imply (4.5). Proof. We use a Bernstein technique. At a formal level, consider
Then by straightforward calculations (see [19] ), the equation satisfied by z is
Let then p = z s . By differentiating in (4.7), we obtain the equation solved by p:
Let then p(τ ) = 1/(m − 1)τ . We notice that p is a solution to (4.8) and p(s, 0) = +∞ > p(s, 0) for any s ∈ R. Thus, p is a supersolution to our problem, whence by standard comparison we get (4.6). The above is a formal calculation, that holds true rigorously for solutions that are uniformly positive. Thus, for a rigorous proof, we have to consider solutions having 0 < ε ≤ w 0 (s), for which all previous calculations apply, then approximate as ε → 0. We omit the details as this last technical step is quite standard (see [ 
In the new variables (y, τ ), we apply Lemma 4.1 for the following functions:
where W is the profile in (4.3). Notice that, in the new variables, G has the required form, and the convergence in L 1 is insured by (4.4). The bound for (g m−1 ) y follows from (4.9). Thus, an application of Lemma 4.1 gives that w converges to W in the sense of graphs in the new variables. We end the proof by undoing the change of variables (s, τ ) → (y, τ ) and transformation (3.1). 5 Radially symmetric solutions. Asymptotic behavior when u 0 (0) = K > 0
In this section we prove Theorem 1.5. Similar to the previous section, we begin with a formal calculation which will give us a guess of the profile. As we expect the value K > 0 at the origin to maintain, no time decay is allowed in this case, thus we start from another ansatz to plug in (3.3):
By straightforward calculations, we obtain that v = v(y, τ ) satisfies the following equation
We are again in a case of asymptotic simplification where the effect of the diffusion term is negligible in the limit. Passing formally to the limit as τ → ∞ in (5.2), and assuming the limit v * = v * (y) to be stationary in the new variables, we deduce that v * solves the following equation in the complementary part. As the constant part is expected to be equal to the initial value K, and undoing the change of variables (5.1), we expect the asymptotic profile for (3.3) in this case to be given by
Notice that this function is continuous, departing strongly from the profile W introduced in (4.3), which develops a shock curve. Undoing now the transformation (3.1), we arrive to our expected profile
which coincides with the one in Theorem 1.5. All these calculations are, obviously, formal, showing how the profile E K arises. We are now able to prove rigorously the large-time convergence towards the profile E K .
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let u 0 , u as in Theorem 1.5. By the transformation (3.1), we obtain a solution w to (3.3), such that 0 ≤ w 0 (s) ≤ K for any s ∈ R, and lim s→∞ w 0 (s) = K, lim s→−∞ w 0 (s) = 0. The proof is divided into two big steps: first, we reduce the problem to the case when w 0 is nondecreasing (or equivalently the initial data u 0 in initial variables is nonincreasing), and second, we prove the theorem under this extra hypothesis.
Big step A: Reduction to the case of nondecreasing initial data.
This is based on the following standard result.
Lemma 5.1. Let w be a solution to (3.3) as above such that its initial condition w 0 is nondecreasing. Then w(τ ) is nondecreasing in s for any τ > 0.
We only sketch the proof, see also [8] [ Lemma 3.3] .
Proof. The general principle is to derive the equation satisfied by the derivative w s . As we work with nonnegative functions, it suffices to derive it for any power, in particular for p = m/(m − 1)(w m−1 ) s , which is (4.8). As (4.8) is parabolic, fulfills a comparison principle and p ≡ 0 is a solution, it follows that (w m−1 (·, τ )) s ≥ 0 for any τ > 0, whence w m−1 is nondecreasing, hence also w.
Suppose that Theorem 1.5 is proved for w 0 nondecreasing (which is equivalent in the initial variables to u 0 nonincreasing). Let now a general solution u to (1.1) such that u 0 satisfies (1.12). Pass again to w solution to (3.3), where 0 ≤ w 0 (s) ≤ K for any s ∈ R. Since lim
we can easily find some w l 0 , w u 0 which are nondecreasing, satisfying the same limits as in (5.4) and such that w l 0 (s) ≤ w 0 (s) ≤ w u 0 (s), for any s ∈ R. Let w l , w u be the solutions to (3.3) with initial data w l 0 , w u 0 respectively. Then, by standard comparison and Lemma 5.1, w l (τ ), w u (τ ) are nondecreasing with respect to s at any time τ > 0, and w l (s, τ ) ≤ w(s, τ ) ≤ w u (s, τ ), for any (s, τ ) ∈ R × (0, ∞). Applying Theorem 1.5 (supposed to be already known for nondecreasing solutions) for w l , w u , we get the desired convergence result for w, whence for our solution u after undoing the transformation (3.1).
Big step B: Proof for w 0 nondecreasing.
From now on, in all this section we work with solutions w to (3.3) with nondecreasing initial data w 0 as above. We employ the four-step method, which is by now a standard general strategy of proving large time behavior for nonlinear diffusion equations (see e. g. [18, 19, 25] ). We have to adapt the technique to the less usual case when the maximum order term will have no effect for large times, as it happens for Eq. (3.3).
Step 1. Rescaling. Define for any λ > 0, w λ (s, τ ) = w(λs, λτ ).
Then, w λ solves the following equation:
This already suggests the asymptotic simplification we expect to get.
Step 2. Uniform estimates. We want to obtain estimates for w λ that do not depend on λ. Since w 0 ∈ L ∞ (R), we readily get (by standard comparison) that |w(s, τ )| ≤ w 0 ∞ , whence
Moreover, it is proved in [17, Lemma 2.10] that in our conditions,
where we can add the modulus in the left-hand side since (w m ) s ≥ 0, as w(·, τ ) is nondecreasing in s for any τ > 0, due to Lemma 5.1. Hence
Both estimates (5.6) and (5.7) are uniform with respect to λ.
Step 3. Passage to the limit. Due to the previous estimates, we obtain that the family {w λ } is uniformly equicontinuous in compact subsets. By Ascoli-Arzelá Theorem, there exists a subsequence (not relabeled) {w λ } that converges uniformly on compact sets to some limit profile w ∞ . We can then pass to the limit in the weak formulation of the equation (5.5). Recall that w λ satisfies that
Since w λ → w ∞ uniformly on compact sets (in particular on the support of Φ) and (w m λ ) s is bounded uniformly with respect to λ, we let λ → ∞ to get that
whence w ∞ is a weak solution to the conservation law
Step 4. Identification of the limit. It remains to show that w ∞ = V , where V is given in (5.3). To this end, we show first that w ∞ takes a Heaviside function as initial trace, that is
in the sense of distributions, which is equivalent to prove that
for any Φ ∈ D(R). For any Φ ∈ D(R), we estimate:
where by |suppΦ| we understand the Lebesgue measure of the (compact) support of Φ. We have thus proved that
for any Φ ∈ D(R) and λ > 0, the convergence being uniform with respect to λ in any interval [λ 0 , ∞).
It still remains to prove that
for any Φ ∈ D(R). To this end, we calculate:
Recall that lim with pointwise convergence in both cases. Moreover, since Φ is compactly supported and w 0 ∈ L ∞ (R), we can apply the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to find
to conclude that (5.11) holds. Joining (5.10) and (5.11), we readily get (5.9), as wanted. Thus, w ∞ is a generalized (entropy) solution for the conservation law (5.8) with initial condition KH. By Kruzhkov's Theorem [15, 23] , we find that w ∞ ≡ V .
There is a last part in the four-step method, that is, rephrazing the results in terms of the initial variables. We have just proved that
uniformly in (s, τ ) in compact subsets of R × [0, ∞). We put τ = 1, then we relabel λ = τ , to get that |w(sτ, τ ) − w ∞ (s, 1)| → 0 as τ → ∞,
uniformly for s in compact sets of R. Choosing compacts of the type [−R, R] for R > 0 large, this is equivalent to say that
uniformly for s ∈ [−Rτ, Rτ ]. By undoing transformation (3.1) and going back to the initial variables (x, t), we obtain (1.13) in sets of the type {e −Rt ≤ |x| ≤ e Rt }, for any R > 0.
Step 5. Behavior at the origin. We go back to initial variables and show that u(0, t) = K for any t > 0. Assume, by contradiction, that there exists t 0 > 0 such that u(0, t 0 ) = K 1 < K (if K 1 > K, things are completely similar). Then, we can start the evolution taking t = t 0 as initial time; by uniqueness, the solution to the Cauchy problem with v 0 (x) = u(x, t 0 ) will be v(x, t) = u(x, t + t 0 ). Applying (1.13) for this v, we find that
uniformly in any set of the form {e −Rt ≤ |x| ≤ e Rt } for any R > 0. In particular, choosing R sufficiently large, (the precise condition is R > mK m−1 (N −2)), we reach a contradiction, as in the set {e −Rt ≤ |x| ≤ e Rt }, the two profiles E K and E K 1 are essentially different: lim
Hence u(0, t) = K for any t > 0.
Step 6. Uniform convergence in the whole space. We have shown up to now that (1.13) holds true uniformly in sets of the form {e −Rt ≤ |x| ≤ e Rt }, for any R > 0.
In order to extend the uniform convergence to the whole R N , we essentially use the fact that u(t) is nonincreasing for any t > 0. Let some ε 0 > 0 fixed. Then, for any t > 0, we have u(ε 0 , t) ≤ u(x, t) = u(|x|, t) ≤ u(0, t) = K, that is, u(·, t) is uniformly Cauchy in [0, ε 0 ], whence the uniform convergence is extended up to the origin. A similar argument holds for the tail part {|x| ≥ e Rt } closing the proof.
Asymptotic convergence for general solutions
We are now ready to prove our results for non-radially symmetric solutions, which are Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let u be a solution to (1.1) with initial condition u 0 satisfying (1.5), (1.12) and (1.15), with u 0 (0) = K > 0. We define the following radially symmetric functions: 
We only have to check this in sets that are close to x = 0 and to infinity. Since u 0 (0) = K and it is continuous, there exists r > 0 such that K − 1 < u 0 (x) < K + 1, for any x ∈ B(0, r). By definition, we also have
as we are in dimension N ≥ 3. Concerning sets that are "close to infinity", we deduce from
This, together with the uniform boundedness in the compact set B(0, R)\B(0, r), show that u 
, and the conclusion of Theorem 1.6 follows in an obvious way. Proof of Theorem 1.6 under conditions in Remark 1.7 is totally similar.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. Define u ± 0 and u ± as above. Then u + and u − are radially symmetric solutions satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.1, and u − is nontrivial due to the condition (1.11). By Theorem 1.3, u ± (t) ∞ decay exactly with rate t −1/m . Since by comparison, u − (x, t) ≤ u(x, t) ≤ u + (x, t) for any (x, t) ∈ R N × [0, ∞), the same decay rate holds true for u(t) ∞ .
Notice that we cannot have a more precise asymptotic convergence result for general solutions u to Eq. (1.1) through this method, since the limit profiles depend essentially on the mass M u 0 , and there is no obvious connection between M u 0 and M u ± 0 .
Further results, extensions and applications
In this final section, we gather some facts that, at a formal level, extend or apply our analysis to other equations or different conditions.
A different critical density
In a previous work [9, Theorem 2.1], it has been noticed that Eq. (1.1) can be mapped, at the level of radially symmetric solutions, into a similar equation presenting a different, but also critical, density. More precisely, at a formal level, given a radially symmetric solution u to Eq. (1.1), we defineũ (r, t) := r (2−N )/m u(r −1 , t), r = |x|, (7.1) and find ( [9] ) thatũ is a radially symmetric solution to
The critical behavior of the exponent γ 2 has been analyzed in previous works as [11] , [9, Subsection 3.3] . In particular, the theory developed in [11, Section 6] holds exactly for γ < γ 2 but fails to hold for this borderline case. Taking into account (7.1) and our results, and refraining from performing a rigorous analysis of Eq. (7.2), we can give some ideas about what is expected to happen with its solutions. The profiles E K and F transform intõ Moreover, there exists an explicit family of self-similar solutions to (7.2) , that is obtained starting from the logarithmic Barenblatt solutions to (1.1) given in (1.16); by mapping them via (7.1), we deduce explicit solutions to (7.2) having the self-similar form
3) for any D > 0. Up to our knowledge, the self-similar functions in (7.3) are new. Notice that they have a time decay t −1/m , but also a backward evolution of the support, that is,
By applying transformation (7.1) to our results, it is expected then thatẼ K be the family of general asymptotic profiles of solutionsũ to (7. 2) decaying at infinity exactly like K|x| (2−N )/m , with lim |x|→0ũ (x, t) = 0 whileF is the general asymptotic profile of solutionsũ to (7.2) having the same behavior at the origin but a weaker decay as |x| → ∞.
Since (7.1) is an inversion, a stronger role will play our new explicit solution in (7.3), with respect to large-time behavior in inner regions, close to the origin. Indeed, by rephrazing Theorem 1.9 forũ and performing the changes to self-similar variables as in (7. 3), one gets the following expected asymptotic convergence for γ = γ 2 : lim t→∞ |ũ(x, t) −B D (x, t)| = 0, uniformly in sets of the form |x| ≤ Kt −1/(m−1)(N −2) for any K > 0, that is, in small inner sets shrinking to the origin as t → ∞. This result will be interesting from the point of view of explaining the influence of the singularity, which is the most important feature of (7.2).
A rigorous study of this critical case will be left for future work.
Some open questions
Related to the analysis performed in the present work, we leave below a list of, in our opinion, interesting questions that can be addressed in future developments of the subject.
1. The inner behavior for nonsingular densities. As explained in the Introduction, there was an important mathematical interest for the study of (1.2) with densities ̺ that are regular at x = 0 and have ̺(x) ≤ C|x| −γ as |x| → ∞, see [20, 21, 22, 11, 18] . In particular, it has been shown that the large-time behavior is strongly related to fundamental solutions to our Eq. (1.1). The density γ = 2 is critical [11] and the authors of [18] prove the largetime behavior in outer sets, similar to our Theorem 1.9. The problem of understanding the inner behavior is left open. We don't know whether our results in the present paper can give more light on this subject, as we analyze the inner behavior for Eq. (1.1), but the difference between densities ̺ as considered in [18, Subsection 2.1] and our singular ̺(x) = |x| −2 might play an essential role.
2. Removing a condition in Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. One would like to eliminate the condition 0 ≤ u 0 (x) ≤ K from the statement of Theorems 1.5, 1.6 and prove them for general u 0 ∈ L ∞ (R N ); this would allow functions that can have a peak in {0 < |x| < ∞} but still satisfying lim |x|→∞ u 0 (x) = 0, u 0 (0) = K > 0.
We conjecture that Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 remain true in this case, that is, there exists some mechanism in the Eq. (1.1) forcing a maximum attained at some point different from the origin to go down in time. This is confirmed by the numerical experiments, as Figure 3 suggests.
We can see that starting from a radially symmetric initial data with a maximum attained for some |x| = r(0) ∈ (0, ∞), and letting for any t > 0 u(r(t), t) = max{u(|x|, t) : x ∈ R N }, then u(r(t), t) decreases with t, but at the same time r(t) → 0. Thus, the slope of the graph in [0, r(t)] may be quite big for t > 0 very large, which shows that, even if we expect the same result as in Theorem 1.5 to hold true, our technique essentially based on a boundedness of the derivative cannot be used. It seems that we need some different ideas. Notice that a similar proof as that of Theorem 1.6 does not hold, due to the essential dependence of the limit profile on some weighted mass of the initial condition. As suggested in [10] , one might expect a negative answer.
